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In the Matter of

AVISTA UTILITIES

Application for Approval of a Payment
Guaranty for Avista Turbine Power, Inc., an
Affiliated Interest, Under a Contract with
Rathdrum Power, LLC, an Affiliated Interest.

)
)
)
) ORDER
)
)
)
)

DISPOSITION: APPLICATION APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS

On May 13, 2005, Avista Corporation, dba Avista Utilities (Avista), filed
an application with the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) pursuant to
ORS 757.440, ORS 757.495(5), and OAR 860-027-0035, requesting an order approving a
payment guaranty for its affiliate, Avista Turbine Power, Inc., under a contract with
Rathdrum Power, LLC, also an affiliated interest. The application was filed at Staff’s
request as a result of a review of the 2003 Affiliated Interest Report by the Attorney
General’s office, and subsequent communications with Avista. A description of the filing
and its procedural history is contained in the Staff Report, attached as Appendix A, and
incorporated by reference.

Based on a review of the application and the Commission’s records, the
Commission finds that the application satisfies applicable statutes and administrative
rules. At its public meeting on August 2, 2005, the Commission adopted Staff’s
recommendation.

OPINION

Jurisdiction

ORS 757.005 defines a "public utility," and Avista is a public utility
subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.

Affiliation

An affiliated interest relationship exists under ORS 757.015.
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Applicable Law

ORS 757.440 requires a public utility to seek approval before the utility
may guarantee another’s indebtedness.

ORS 757.495 requires a public utility to seek approval of contracts with
affiliated interests within 90 days after execution of the contract.

ORS 757.495(3) requires the Commission to approve the contract if the
Commission finds that the contract is fair and reasonable and not contrary to the public
interest. However, the Commission need not determine the reasonableness of all the
financial aspects of the contract for ratemaking purposes. The Commission may reserve
that issue for a subsequent proceeding.

ORS 757.495(5) provides that no public utility shall issue notes or loan its
funds or give credit on its books to any affiliated interest without the approval of the
Commission.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Avista is a public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.

2. An affiliated interest relationship exists.

3. The agreement is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public
interest.

4. The application should be approved, with certain conditions.










